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Dear Chairman Kirchner and Greenways Commission Members: 
 

Save Bolin Creek has been working to study the implications of the Consultant’s proposal to 

build a paved transit corridor along Bolin Creek.  Although the Board of Aldermen declined to 

adopt the proposal at its meeting in December, 2009, we understand your Commission 

nevertheless is making comments. 

 

Until the November 2009 Greenways meeting, many of us were under the impression that a 

greenway though this forest would be a gentle path where we could appreciate the wildlife and 

enjoy the creek. To our surprise, the November proposal included a recommendation that would 

require a 10-foot wide road to be built adjacent to the creek. We believe the concept master 

plan’s goals – protecting water quality and wildlife – cannot be met by replacing forest soil, 

however compacted, with two-and-a-half miles of pavement and would in fact permanently and 

dramatically alter a natural creek into a man-made park-like experience.   

 

As the Board of Aldermen tasked the Greenways Commission with reviewing and commenting 

on this Conceptual Master Plan, we want to share with you our work on this proposal as well as 

to offer alternative transit routes in advance of your discussion.  We are sending copies to the 

Aldermen and interested members of the public so they can fully understand our position and the 

many alternative solutions that are available to the community.   

 

We have attached five documents pertinent to your review.  These documents provide the 

foundation for most of our key points. 

 

1.  Save Bolin Creek’s Response to the Conceptual Master Plan  Our principal concerns 

center on the impact of grading and construction of miles of paved surfaces adjacent to 

the Creek and the destruction of existing tree canopy. Jordan Lake rules mandate a 50-

foot buffer setback from a creek. Unfortunately for most of the length of Bolin Creek the 

easement is close to stream banks. 

2. The Catena Group Review of the Plan’s goals  The Catena Group found that pavement 

would harm not protect water quality. 

3. Studies performed to date on Bolin Creek and Forest Orange County, Carrboro and 

Chapel have endorsed state studies of this area that rank it highly as an area to be 

preserved and protected. UNC studies reached a similar conclusion and agreed to 

conserve UNC owned acreage on the west side of Seawell School Road.  For that reason 

we don’t endorse any paved routes in the Bolin Forest valley. 



4. Bike Connections Map: Bolin Creek and Carolina North  If an alternative route is 

available, State rules mandate that no disturbance occurs next to creeks feeding Jordan 

Lake.  We have prepared a map showing planned bike connections in the area. The 

existence of these alternatives forecloses the State from granting the certification 

necessary to allow a paved greenway in the riparian buffer.  Moreover, given limited 

transit resources we think funds should be placed on routes already identified as needed. 

5. An Explanation for Plans to Address Erosion Problems along the Creek  Plans to 

address erosion problems Bolin Creek have been studied by the state of North Carolina. 

The Towns have underway a project to develop a Bolin Creek Watershed Restoration 

Plan.  The Friends of Bolin Creek’s Conservation Plan initiative will support the 

development of this plan and other approaches to controlling erosion in the riparian areas 

of Bolin Creek.  

 

Two final points need to be emphasized:  the economic implications of your recommendation 

and the need to create a permanent conservation preserve. 

The economics of this proposal does not make sense when a transportation corridor whose 

objective can be satisfied by other routes which will be located within a few hundred feet of this 

route.  We need to ask ourselves if we can justify spending unnecessary money when our local, 

state and Federal government are in debt.  Our water resources are finite. There are no aquifers in 

the south-east able to deliver drinking water to cities, except for coastal plain areas, and therefore 

we must depend on surface water.  Building unnecessary pavement harms our watershed which 

supplies Jordan Lake, a drinking water supply.  To grow economically as a region, we will 

depend on the good quality of that resource. 

 It is rare indeed for a community to be presented with the opportunity of conserving as much as 

425 acres of piedmont habitat.  We can be assured that the Adams tract and UNC properties will 

be conserved because of the long range perceptive vision of our elected leaders and University.  

We want to ensure all citizens can continue to enjoy a natural experience in the woods next to 

Bolin Creek, which is home to all kinds of wild flowers and wildlife.  The creek area provides 

shelter for hawks, owls, herons, woodpeckers, box turtles, deer, beavers, raccoons and foxes and 

the creek itself harbors mussels and fish. The area is an urban wilderness, the last of its kind 

within our town’s borders, and features expansive, high-value upland and lowland forests, 

wetlands and a riparian zone. It also features a number of historical sites, including a former grist 

mill, an African-American beach during segregation, and a Civil War hiding place.  

 

Many community members have written to Carrboro’s elected officials expressing concern about 

the creek-side route as a preferred choice.  It is rare that any grassroots petition receives more 

than several hundred signatures.  Our petition opposing paving and favoring more appropriate 

planned bicycle connections has garnered more than 600 signatures to date.  

 

In conclusion, more direct and less expensive routes can be relied upon to take bicyclists in all 

directions.  With the exception of addressing problem erosion areas, we ask for your support to 

keep Bolin Creek and its forest valley natural.    

 

 



 

 
 


